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Bidding has ended on this item.

32 Inch JVC TV and Stand
Item condition:
Ended:
Winning bid:

Used

Seller information

11 Aug, 2011 09:30:24 BST

boogieandcookie ( 431
100% Positive feedback

£51.00

[ 32 bids ]

Add to list

Postage:

Save this seller
See other items

Collection in Person | See all details
Item location: SWINDON, Wiltshire, United Kingdom
Post to: United Kingdom
| See payment information

Payments:
Returns:

)

No returns accepted
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Item number: 330597150544

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Last updated on 05 Aug, 2011 18:08:40 BST View all revisions

Item specifics
Condition:

Screen Format:
3D Technology:
Type:

Used: An item that has been previously used. The
item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is
fully ... Read more
Widescreen (16:9)
3D Not Supported
Flat-Panel

Brand:

JVC

Screen Size:
Display Technology:
Definition:

32 Inch
LCD
HDTV

See reviews
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LOT – 2
This is my ex girlfriend’s TV and TV Stand. I am selling them, as she no longer lives in my house. She
accidentally fell into bed with Steve the other week. Steve is not me.
The TV was used previous in her private “TV room”; one especially allocated so she could curl up and watch
“Americas Got Essex Come Talent” privately.
Now, she doesn’t have any rooms allocated to her. This is because she now lives with Steve. Steve lives in a
one-bedroom rental that smells of horse and bottom.
The TV, stand and remote come sold together as a neat package, very much like my girlfriend, her deception,
halitosis and unsightly thumb wart.
The remote is an ingenious device that allows the television picture to come on but also off. You can choose
either. This provided much pleasure for my gibbon of girlfriend who would marvel for hours switching it on and
off claiming it was magic.
Woefully the TV does not have HDMI, which is, agreeably, a compromise by today’s standards I know; much
like, oh, let’s say, living in a one-room-pigsty-slum-hovel-hog-parlour with a disastrous looking man.
The stand’s legs are aesthetically finished in chrome and thankfully do not make small children point, run away
or vomit.
This 32-inch JVC classic is presented in grey, which is Steve’s favourite colour but it is also a colour reflecting
the true joy I wish them both as they start their life together in their cosy mutant burrow.
There is an array of channels that the television can pick up such as One, Two, Three, Four and also
additionally Five. Five is also the number of male friends my ex can pick up on Facebook; every ten minutes.
The TV also has an Aux channel which is a complicated channel you can play games on such as Sonic She
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Questions and answers about this item
10 Aug, 2011
Q: Hi there...I wonder if it has all the channels, remembering your watch had the numbers 3, 6 and nine missing, I am worried I can't get
babestation on and that is a documentary not to be missed....Do you have any pics of... Continue reading
A: Hello eBay user and inquisitive human soul, Yes the items have been cleaned as per the description, and I can confirm that the TV does come
with all mod-cons including the recently launched Channel 5. This is a commercial... Continue reading
Q: YOU ARE MY HERO!
A: And you are mine.

10 Aug, 2011

Q: Hi Do I take it that a reconciliation is out of the question?
A: Brilliant!

10 Aug, 2011

Q: Are you going to sell any other items that have belonged to this scarlet woman? Or have you burnt them all?
A: This is the last auction in the current series, although we will be back in the spring after the "try'ard" stigma has died down and the wit has
been restored.

09 Aug, 2011

Q: hey there...just wanted you to know this made me laugh so much........and I am a girl!!!......wish I was nearer so I could bid and win and shake 09 Aug, 2011
your hand!!!!....lol
A: I would be happy to shake your hand, provided you do not have leprosy, if you do, this too is OK, as are all inflictions, preferences, colours and
tastes, but I may just wear gloves.
View all questions and answers | Ask a question
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